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ABSTRACT 

Metal nanoparticle inks are promising to fabricate conductors for low-cost, printed electronics. Low electrical resistivity can be 

achieved by nanoparticle sintering. The thermal properties of metal nanoparticle thin films have not been studied extensively 

but can yield great insights for the optimization of the sintering conditions. For example, in laser sintering, monitoring the 

changes in thermal conductivity over different stages of the process can help estimating the local temperature as well as the 

electrical conductivity of the film. In this work, we use frequency-domain thermoreflectance to measure these properties in a 

silver nanoparticle thin film thermally sintered ex-situ. The film is fabricated by spin coating a commercial printable silver ink 

with monodispersed 35 nm silver nanoparticles surrounded by a ligand. Using frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR), 

we measured the thermal conductivity of the thin film by modulating the heat flux over a wide range of frequencies up to 50 

MHz. An increase of thermal conductivity with increasing sintering temperature is observed up to a sintering temperature of 

155°C, as measured by thermoreflectance or inferred through the Wiedemann-Franz Law based on electrical conductivity 

measurements. The results are corroborated with material characterization by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy 

Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). The thermal and electrical properties are correlated throughout the different stages of sintering. 

For unsintered films, thermoreflectance gives more accurate values of thermal conductivity because it measures thermal 

conduction by both electrons and phonons. The Wiedemann-Franz Law underestimates the thermal conductivity by 50% in the 

unsintered case, which is problematic for modeling and optimization of the sintering process. In the sintered state, 

thermoreflectance and electrical conductivity measurements are in good agreement, as the contribution to heat transport is 

dominated by electrons. The thermoreflectance metrology can be used as a non-contact method to determine film conductivity, 

both thermal and electrical, during manufacturing processes involving nanoparticle inks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 
Printed electronics is a promising technology to fabricate electronics using conventional printing techniques. Devices and 

systems are made in an additive fashion with advantages including low cost, large area, and compatibility with flexible substrates 
such as plastic and paper 1,2. Many different microelectronic devices have been demonstrated using printing techniques including 
semiconductor devices such as transistors 3, thermal devices such as heaters 4, thermoelectric energy harvesters 5 and temperature 
sensors 6. In printed electronics, metal nanoparticle (MNP) solutions are one of the promising candidates for creating conductive 
patterns on low-cost substrates. High solute mass loading enables low resistance tracks 7. After depositing the printed pattern on 
a substrate, the nanoparticles are sintered at an elevated temperature to transform the ink into a conductor. Compared to the bulk 
melting temperature of metals, the sintering temperature is significantly depressed by the small size and large surface area of the 
nanoparticles. The sintering process can be subdivided into three main steps. Firstly, the solvent is dried off. Secondly, the ligands 
that encapsulate particles in solution decompose. Thirdly, the nanoparticles fuse together. Inter-atomic diffusion, forced by the 



tendency to minimize surface energy, leads to the grains growing and merging together to form a continuous percolating structure. 
This structure facilitates seamless transport of carriers, both electrons and phonons 8.  

The most important metric to quantify the quality of a sintered metal nanoparticle film is the electrical conductivity. Measuring 
electrical conductivity during process development and during manufacturing is critical. Traditional electrical measurements 
require dedicated contacts to be fabricated or probes that can scratch the material and take time to align. Here, we demonstrate 
that laser-based thermoreflectance measurements can be used to determine thermal conductivity, which is closely correlated with 
electrical conductivity for sintered films. This is a fast and contactless probing technique that can be used for process monitoring 
in a manufacturing setting. It measures conductivity more directly than simple reflectivity 9,10. Thermal conductivity is also an 
important property of printed nanoparticle films in its own right. Knowing the change of thermal conductivity as sintering 
progresses is important for modeling and optimizing the sintering conditions, especially for novel high-rate alternative sintering 
techniques such as laser11 and intense pulsed light (IPL)12 sintering. It is also critical to know thermal conductivity for applications 
where overheating can degrade device performance such as high-current circuits as well as for thermal devices. There have been 
reports of measuring the thermal conductivity of printed metal nanoparticle films 13,14. Electrical conductivity was measured and 
related to thermal conductivity via the Wiedemann-Franz Law. However, we show here that at the early stages of sintering, when 
the percolating network for electrons is not established yet, a significant fraction of the heat is transported by phonons. Therefore, 
the heat conductivity would be underestimated if one only considers the electronic contribution during sintering.  

Thermoreflectance is a novel technique for measuring the thermal properties of thin films, especially thermal conductivity, that 
has generated much interest because of its applicability to many types of materials 15. This method exploits the thermoreflective 
property of materials, the relative change in the sample’s surface reflectivity as a function of temperature. A modulated pump 
laser is used to heat up the surface of the sample, and a probe laser is impinged upon this locally heated area and its reflection is 
monitored. As the sample’s temperature oscillates from the pump’s heat flux and its reflectivity changes, there are changes in 
magnitude and phase of the reflected light. These changes are correlated to the thermal properties of the material via fitting with 
the solution of the thermal diffusion equation 16. Typical thermoreflectance measurements rely on a metallic transducer deposited 
on the sample surface to absorb the pump light and to yield a thermoreflectance signal. However, the addition of this transducer 
layer complicates the sample preparation and lowers sensitivity to measurement of high diffusivity materials such as metal thin 
films. Here the silver MNPs are directly used as a transducer and material being tested; this is made possible by the silver having 
a sufficiently strong thermoreflectance coefficient at the probe wavelength and having no other layer in the sample that can absorb 
the pump light. To date, there are no reports on measuring the thermal properties of MNPs during sintering via thermoreflectance. 
Here, in this work, in-plane thermal conductivities of silver thin films sintered at different temperatures are measured with 
frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) and compared with results obtained using the Wiedemann-Franz Law.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Fabrication 

Nanoparticle films are fabricated on glass using a commercial silver nanoparticle ink (ANP DGP 40LT-15C). The particle 
diameter is 35nm and the major solvent is triethylene glycol monoethyl ether (TGME). To form a uniform thin film with 
thickness 80 ±15 nm, spin coating is used with spin speed 2000 RPM for 60s. 

The prepared films are subjected to a drying step at a temperature of 35°C before the sintering. The films are sintered on a 
hotplate at different temperatures ranging from 45°C to 185°C. Both the drying step and low temperature sintering (45°C) 
continues until the solvent is dried off. Usually, these steps take around 5-6 hours. The high temperature sintering (65-185°C) 
is carried out for 30 minutes.  

2.2 Characterization 

The details of the setup for thermal conductivity measurement with FDTR have been published elsewhere17. Figure 1 shows 
a schematic of our measurement setup. It is based on two continuous wave (CW) lasers operating at wavelengths of 515 nm 
(pump) and 785 nm (probe). The pump laser is modulated with an analog signal and the probe laser remains unmodulated. A 
40X objective is used to focus the pump laser onto the sample. Optical isolators are used for both beams to prevent back reflections 
into the lasers. A polarizing beam splitter (PBS), together with a quarter wave plate (QWP), maximizes the amount of light 
reaching the detector. No transducer layer is used on top of the sample as the detected signal amplitude coming from the bare 
silver sample was strong enough to carry out the experiment. Due to the absorption of the modulated pump beam, the periodic 
heat flux causes the surface temperature to change periodically at the modulation frequency, but with an additional thermal phase 
θthermal. Two measurements are carried out to isolate this thermal phase from other experimental contributions to the phase signal, 
as is common in FDTR measurements. The first measurement, referred to as thermal measurement, is carried out measuring the 
probe beam (θ1= θthermal +θoptical +θelectrical +θreference). The second measurement is a reference measurement measuring just the pump 
beam (θ2= θoptical +θelectrical +θreference). As both beams travel the same distance electrically and optically, θthermal = θ1 - θ2. To prevent 
laser sintering by the pump beam and altering the properties of the nanoparticle film, the laser power  is kept small (~100 µW); 
selected such that the DC temperature rise at the surface is limited to 30°C. The measured thermal phase is fit to a model based 
on the Fourier Law to obtain the thermal conductivity of the thin film17. 

Four-point probe is used to measure electrical sheet resistance (Keithley SMU 2450 Source Meter with SP4 Four Point Head). 
The sheet resistance is then converted to resistivity with the film thickness measured with an optical profilometer (Contour GT, 
Bruker) using the following equation (1). Here, Rs and t are the sheet resistance and film thickness. 



 ρ = Rs ∗ t 
 

(1) 

 k = σ ∗ L ∗ T =
L∗T

ρ
    

 

(2) 

Electrical conductivity is correlated with thermal conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz Law, equation (2), where k is thermal 
conductivity, σ is electrical conductivity from sheet resistance, T is room temperature and L is the Lorentz number which is 
2.37*10-8  WΩ/K2 for silver.  

A Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FEGSEM, Fisher Quanta 3D) is used for capturing images in the 
nanometer range and studying the surface morphology of the films at different stages of the sintering process. The same 
equipment is used to examine the elemental composition of the films by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Single point as 
well as a large area, for both sintered and unsintered films, are analyzed.  

 

 

Figure 1. FDTR setup; a pump laser periodically heats up a spot whereas a probe laser is reflected from this spot with an additional thermal 

phase. The mirrors and objective are used to guide and focus the beams. A bandpass filter and photo detector are used to collect the reflected 

probe signal and convert it to an electrical signal.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The electrical conductivity increases as the sintering temperature increases from room temperature. Figure 2(a) shows the 

change. From 35 to 145°C it monotonically increases from 7.36*105 S/m to 1.869*107 S/m. The sheet resistance exhibits the 
opposite trend, declining from 16.56 Ω/sq to 0.87 Ω/sq. After 145°C, the increase in electrical conductivity is very limited, 
remaining close to the value of 145°C. At 185°C there is decline in electrical conductivity. The highest electrical conductivity 
was found to be 2.235*107 S/m for films sintered at 175°C, which is 35.5% of the electrical conductivity of bulk silver. 

Figure 2(b) shows the thermal phase vs frequency plot for a film sintered at 85°C. This is a typical example to show, in general, 
how well the diffusive thermal model16 fits the measured data. Figure 2(c) shows in-plane thermal conductivity from FDTR 
measurements and thermal conductivity calculated from electrical conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz Law with respect to 
different sintering temperatures. For both measurements, thermal conductivity saturates with sintering temperature. The slope of 
conductivity with temperature is initially modest up to 125°C sintering. A jump of 48W/m.K is observed when the sintering 
temperature is increased from 125°C to 145°C. This is the temperature window when grains start to grow larger via neck 
formation as discussed later with the aid of SEM images. After 145°C, any increment of sintering temperature does not affect the 
thermal conductivity greatly. Both FDTR and thermal conductivity from electrical conductivity follow the same trend as sintering 
temperature increases, although a gap of 5.6-13 W/m.K. is always present between them. This occurs because the FDTR 
measurement is a direct thermal measurement, which includes both phononic and electronic heat transport. In contrast, the 
Wiedemann-Franz Law only accounts for the electronic contribution. Figure 2(d) shows the change of the phononic contribution 
of heat transport with sintering temperature increment. In the case of films sintered at low temperatures (35°C to 105°C), that 
gap i.e. the phononic contribution is around 5.6-10.61 W/m.K, whereas, this increases to 12-13 W/m.K for films sintered at high 
temperatures (125°C to 185°C). It is expected that the phononic contribution would increase as sintering progresses. Larger grain 
size and correspondingly larger mean free path before phonons scatter at grain boundaries result in a larger phononic contribution 
to thermal conductivity. To explain this behavior in detail, we investigated the surface morphology using SEM. Overall, the 



phononic contribution as a fraction of overall thermal conductivity decreases with increasing sintering temperature as the 
electronic contribution increases. This means at high sintering temperatures thermal conductivity can be used to predict electrical 
conductivity and FDTR can be used to determine the sintering state of nanoparticle films. 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) Change of the electrical conductivity and sheet resistance  as a function of sintering temperature. Films become more conductive 
with increasing sintering temperature. (b) Representative example of measured thermal phase. Solid line represents fit using diffusive thermal 
model illustrating good agreement between fit and measured data. (c) Thermal conductivity after sintering at different temperatures measured 
using FDTR and calculated from electrical conductivity using Wiedemann-Franz Law. (d) Difference between two measurements i.e. photonic 
contribution to heat transport vs increment of sintering temperature. The phononic contribution increases with sintering temperature. 

 

Figure 3 shows SEM images of the film surface for different sintering temperatures. Up to 85°C, there is no visible change in 

the size of the grains. Conductivity still rises with sintering temperature because the efficacy of the ligands encapsulating the 

nanoparticles decreases. Ligand disassociation and transformation to amorphous carbon starts to happen which exposes the 

nanoparticles to their neighboring nanoparticles. The extent of this contact increases with sintering temperature as has been 

observed before 18. At 105°C, the onset of neck formation occurs, necks form between some nanoparticles. At this temperature, 

the phononic contribution starts to increase because of decreased scattering. During the next stage, at 125°C, the grain shape is 

not spherical anymore, they assume an elongated form. Beyond 145°C, individual grains are hardly visible in SEM. 

Nanoparticles have coalesced together and formed larger grains. The number of pores increases due to smaller grains merging 

together because of Ostwald Ripening 19. The formation of a semi-continuous film with no visible grains explains the jump of 

thermal conductivity from 125°C to 145°C. After 145°C, the film morphology remains the same, so did the measured values of 

thermal conductivity. However, at 185°C, the number of pores and their size further increases due to excessive sintering. This 
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affects both thermal and electrical conductivity measurements, which decline slightly. It can be concluded that a safe 

temperature range for fully sintering this ink is from 155°C to 175°C. The best thermal conductivity of 170.9 W/m.K. is found 

at 175°C, 40% of the thermal conductivity of bulk silver. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      Figure 3. SEM images of films sintered at different temperatures. One can clearly observe unsintered individual nanoparticles for films 
treated at low temperatures up to 85°C. Above this temperature, nanoparticles merge together, and grains grow. Eventually, excessive grain 
growth leads to voids in the film, which is very visible at 185°C. The scale bar represents 500 nm. 

 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) reveals the fraction of different elements present in spot radius of a few microns as well 

as a 1mm X 1mm area of the sample. The unsintered film contains carbon and silver. Contributions from the underlying glass 

substrate such as sodium, magnesium, silicon, potassium, calcium and oxygen are ignored. After sintering, the carbon content 

is reduced to zero. This signifies that the carbon containing ligand chains are mostly removed by sintering at 165°C. When a 

large area (1mm X 1mm) is measured by elemental analysis, a trace amount of carbon is still found. This means even at a high 

sintering temperature the ligands are not fully removed, which has been observed before 18. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The thermal conductivity of solution-processed silver nanoparticle films is measured using frequency-domain 

thermoreflectance without the need for additional steps such as deposition of a transducer layer. We demonstrate that FDTR 

measurements can be used to determine the sintering state of nanoparticle films. FDTR results are correlated with electrical 

conductivity measurements. Films sintered at high temperature exhibit good agreement between the two methods. Therefore, 

35°C Sintered 65°C Sintered 45°C Sintered 85°C Sintered 

105°C Sintered 125°C Sintered 145°C Sintered 165°C Sintered 

185°C Sintered 175°C Sintered 



FDTR can be used as a non-contact measurement technique to monitor conductivity in printed electronics manufacturing. 

Unsintered films exhibit poor agreement between thermal conductivity measured directly using FDTR and indirectly from 

electrical conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz Law. The Wiedemann-Franz Law underestimates thermal conductivity 

because phonons contribute significantly to thermal conductivity in the unsintered state. Thermal conductivity measured using 

FDTR can therefore improve modeling accuracy and optimization of the sintering process. 
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